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Open Quantum Systems 3

1 Introduction

1.1 Open systems

Open quantum systems are the basic paradigms of non-equilibrium quantum sta-
tistical mechanics. An open system consists of a “small” system S interacting
with a number of large “environments” or “reservoirs”R1; : : : ;RM .

The properties of a physical system out of thermal equilibrium are usually de-
scribed in term of phenomenological concepts like steady state, fluxes and entropy
production. These notions are related by the fundamental laws of thermodynam-
ics. As an illustration, consider a model describing a smallsystemS coupled to
two infinite heat reservoirsR1,R2 which are at temperatureT1, T2. Under normal
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Figure 1: A system coupled to two heat reservoirs

conditions, one expects that the combined system will settle into a steady state
in which there is a constant flow of heat from the hotter to the colder reservoir
across the systemS. Let �k be the heat current flowing from reservoirRk into
the small systemS, andEp the entropy production rate inS. In the steady state,
the fundamental laws of thermodynamics read:�1 + �2 = 0;�1T1 + �2T2 = �Ep � 0: (1)

The first relation expresses energy conservation (the first law of thermodynamics).
The second asserts that the heat flows from the hotter to the colder reservoir and
that the entropy ofS is not decreasing (the second law of thermodynamics).

Our goal is to give a precise mathematical meaning to the notions of non-
equilibrium steady state, entropy production and hest flux,study their properties
and prove Relations (1) from first principles.
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1.2 Linear response

Linear response theory describes thermodynamics in the regime where the “for-
ces” driving the system out of equilibrium are weak. In such aregime, to a
very good approximation, the non-equilibrium currents depend linearly on the
forces. The ultimate purpose of linear response theory is tojustify well known
phenomenological laws like Ohm’s law for charge currents orFick’s law for heat
currents. We are still far from a satisfactory derivation ofthese laws, even in the
framework of classical mechanics; see [BLR] for a recent review on this matter. A
less ambitious application of linear response theory concerns transport properties
of microscopic and mesoscopic quantum devices (the advances in nanotechnolo-
gies during the last decade have triggered a strong interestin the transport prop-
erties of such devices). Linear response theory of such systems is much better
understood, as we shall try to illustrate.

In the example of the previous subsection, the force that drive the systemS +R out of equilibrium is the differenceT2 � T1 of temperatures of the reservoirs
attached toS. If both temperaturesT1; T2 are sufficiently close to some valueTequ,
we expect linear response theory to give a good account of thethermodynamics
of the system near thermal equilibrium at inverse temperatureTequ.

In phenomenological non-equilibrium thermodynamics, theduality between
the driving forcesF�, also calledaffinities,and the steady currents�� they induce
is expressed by the entropy production formulaEp =X� F���; (2)

(see [DGM]). The steady currents are themselves functions of the affinities�� =��(F1; � � � ). In the linear response regime, these functions are given bythe rela-
tions �� =X L�F ; (3)

which define thetransport coefficientsL� .
Combining (3) with the first law of thermodynamics

P��� = 0 we obtain
that for all, X� L� = 0: (4)

Similarly, (2), (3) and the second lawEp � 0 imply that the quadratic formX� L�F�F ;
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is non-negative. Note that this does not imply that the matrix L is symmetric !
Linear response theory goes far beyond the above elementaryrelations. Its true

cornerstones are theOnsager reciprocity relations(ORR), the Kubofluctuation-
dissipationformula (KF) and theCentral Limit Theorem(CLT). All three of them
deal with the transport coefficients. The Onsager reciprocity relations assert that
the matrixL� of a time reversal invariant (TRI) system is symmetric,L� = L� : (5)

For non-TRI systems, similar relations hold between the transport coefficients
of the system and those of the time reversed one. For example,if time rever-
sal invariance is broken by the action of an external magnetic field B, then the
Onsager-Casimir relations L�(B) = L�(�B);
hold.

The Kubo fluctuation-dissipation formula expresses the transport coefficients
of a TRI system in terms of theequilibriumcurrent-current correlation functionC�(t) � 12 h��(t)�(0) + ��(0)�(t)iequ ; (6)

namely L� = 12 Z 1�1C�(t) dt: (7)

The Central Limit Theorem further relatesL� to the statistics of the current
fluctuations in equilibrium. In term of characteristic function, the CLT for open
systems in thermal equilibrium asserts thatlimt!1*exp iX� �� 1pt Z t0 ��(s) ds!+equ = e� 12 P� D� ��� ; (8)

where the covariance matrixD� is given byD� = 2L�:
Because fluxes do not commute in quantum mechanics,[��;� ℄ 6= 0 for� 6= , they can not be measured simultaneously and a simple classical proba-

bilistic interpretation of (8) for the vector variable� = (�1;�2; : : :) is not pos-
sible. Instead, the quantum fluctuations of the vector variable � are described
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by the so-calledfluctuation algebra[GVV1, GVV2, GVV3, GVV4, GVV5, Ma].
The description and study of the fluctuation algebra involvesomewhat advanced
technical tools and for this reason we will not discuss the quantum CLT theorem
in this lecture.

The mathematical theory of ORR, KF, and CLT is reasonably well understood
in classical statistical mechanics. In the context of open quantum systems these
important notions are still not completely understood (seehowever [AJPP, JPR2]
for some recent results).

1.3 Reference state

The concept of reference state will play an important role inour discussion of
non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. To clarify this notion, let us consider first
a classical dynamical system with finitely many degrees of freedom and compact
phase spaceX � Rn . The normalized Lebesgue measuredx onX provides a
physically natural statistics on the phase space in the sense that initial configura-
tions sampled according to it can be considered typical. Note that this has nothing
to do with the fact thatdx is invariant under the flow of the system—any mea-
sure of the form�(x)dx with a strictly positive density� would serve the same
purpose. The situation is completely different if the system has infinitely many
degrees of freedom. In this case, there is no natural replacement for the Lebesguedx. In fact, a measure on an infinite-dimensional phase space physically describes
a thermodynamical state of the system. Suppose for example that the system is
Hamiltonian and is in thermal equilibrium at inverse temperature� and chemical
potential�. The statistics of such a system is described by the Gibbs measure
(grand canonical ensemble). Since two Gibbs measures with different values of
the intensive thermodynamic parameters�, � are mutually singular, initial points
sampled according to one of them will be atypical relative tothe other. In conclu-
sion, if a system has infinitely many degrees of freedom, we need to specify its
initial thermodynamic state by choosing an appropriate reference measure. As in
the finite-dimensional case, this measure may not to be invariant under the flow. It
also may not be uniquely determined by the physical situation we wish to describe.

The situation in quantum mechanics is very similar. The Schrdinger represen-
tation of a system with finitely many degrees of freedom is (essentially) uniquely
determined and the natural statistics is provided by any strictly positive density
matrix on the Hilbert space of the system. For systems with infinitely many de-
grees of freedom there is no such natural choice. The consequences of this fact
are however more drastic than in the classical case. There isno natural choice
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of a Hilbert space in which the system can be represented. To induce a repre-
sentation, we must specify the thermodynamical state of thesystem by choosing
an appropriate reference state. The algebraic formulationof quantum statistical
mechanics provides a mathematical framework to study such infinite system in a
representation independent way.

One may object that no real physical system has an infinite number of de-
grees of freedom and that, therefore, a unique natural reference state always exists.
There are however serious methodological reasons to consider this mathematical
idealization. Already in equilibrium statistical mechanics the fundamental phe-
nomena of phase transition can only be characterized in a mathematically precise
way within such an idealization: A quantum system with finitely many degrees
of freedom has a unique thermal equilibrium state. Out of equilibrium, relaxation
towards a stationary state and emergence of steady currentscan not be expected
from the quasi-periodic time evolution of a finite system.

In classical non-equilibrium statistical mechanics thereexists an alternative
approach to this idealization. A system forced by a non-Hamiltonian or time-
dependent force can be driven towards a non-equilibrium steady state, provided
the energy supplied by the external source is removed by somethermostating
device. Thismicro-canonicalpoint of view has a number of advantages over
thecanonical, infinite system idealization. A dynamical system with a relatively
small number of degrees of freedom can easily be explored on acomputer (numer-
ical integration, iteration of Poincar sections, . . . ). A large body of “experimental
facts” is currently available from the results of such investigations (see [EM, Do]
for an introduction to the techniques and a lucid expositionof the results). From a
more theoretical perspective, the full machinery of finite-dimensional dynamical
system theory becomes available in the micro-canonical approach. TheChaotic
Hypothesisintroduced in [CG1, CG2] is an attempt to exploit this fact. It justifies
phenomenological thermodynamics (Onsager relations, linear response theory,
fluctuation-dissipation formulas,...) and has lead to moreunexpected results like
the Gallavotti-Cohen Fluctuation Theorem. The major drawback of the micro-
canonical point of view is the non-Hamiltonian nature of thedynamics, which
makes it inappropriate to quantum-mechanical treatment.

The two approaches described above are not completely unrelated. For exam-
ple, we shall see that the signature of a non-equilibrium steady state in quantum
mechanics is its singularity with respect to the reference state, a fact which is well
understood in the classical, micro-canonical approach (see Chapter 10 of [EM]).
More speculatively, one can expect a generalequivalence principlefor dynam-
ical (micro-canonical and canonical) ensembles (see [Ru5]). The results in this
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direction are quite scarce and much work remains to be done.

2 Quantum dynamical systems

2.1 C�-dynamical systems

A C�- dynamical system is a pair(O; �), where� O is aC�-algebra. For our purposes, we can think ofO as a norm closed
self-adjoint subalgebra of bounded operators on some Hilbert spaceH. In
particular,O is a Banach space and we denote byO? its dual.� � t is a strongly continuous group of�-automorphisms ofO. That is,� t is
a linear map onO such that� t(AB) = � t(A)� t(B) and� t(A�) = � t(A)�.
Moreover, the mapt 7! � t(A) is norm-continuous and satisfies the group
property� t Æ � s(A) = � t+s(A) for eachA 2 O .

We always assume thatI 2 O. The elements ofO describe observables of the
physical system under consideration and the group� specifies their time evolution
in the Heisenberg pictureAt = � t(A).

From the general theory of strongly continuous semigroups,there exists a
densely defined, norm closed linear operatorÆ onO such that� t = etÆ. Since� t(I) = I, if follows thatI 2 D(Æ) andÆ(I) = 0. Differentiation of the identities� t(AB) = � t(A)� t(B) and� t(A�) = � t(A)� for A;B 2 D(Æ) further show thatD(Æ) is a�-subalgebra ofO and thatÆ(AB) = Æ(A)B + AÆ(B); Æ(A�) = Æ(A)�:
Such an operator onO is called�-derivation.

A state of the system is a linear functional! 2 O? satisfying� !(A�A) � 0 (positivity).� k!k = 1 (normalization).

A linear functional! onO satisfying these two conditions is automatically con-
tinuous (hence belongs toO?) and satisfies!(I) = 1.

Let us denote byO?1 the unit ball ofO?. The set of all states onO isE(O) = f! 2 O?1j!(A�A) � 0 for all A 2 Og;
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from which it follows that it is a convex, weak-? compact subset ofO?.
Assuming that the system was initially in the state!, the expectation value of

the observableA at timet is the number!(At). Since!(At) = !(� t(A)) = ! Æ � t(A);
states evolve in the Schrödinger picture according to!t = ! Æ � t.

A state! 2 E(O) is called� - invariant, or steady state, if! Æ � t = ! for all t.
A C�-dynamical system has at least one (and typically many) steady states.

The thermal equilibrium states of aC�-dynamical system are characterized
by the KMS condition. Let� > 0 be the inverse temperature. A state! is(�; �)-KMS if, for all A;B 2 O, there is a functionFA;B analytic inside the stripfz j 0 < Im z < �g, bounded and continuous on its closure, and satisfying the
KMS boundary conditionsFA;B(t) = !(A� t(B)); FA;B(t + i�) = !(� t(B)A);
for t 2 R. A KMS state is� - invariant.

Exercise 1 LetH be a finite dimensional Hilbert space andH a self-adjoint op-
erator onH. Consider theC�-dynamical system(B(H); �) defined by� t(A) = eitHAe�itH :
Show that for any� 2 R, its unique�-KMS state is given by!�(A) = Tr (��A);
where �� = e��HTr e��H :

Note that a(�; �)-KMS state is also a(� 0; � 0)-KMS state for the dynamics
defined by� 0t = � t�=�0 . Even though, in most systems, the physical temperature
is a non-negative parameter, it is mathematically convenient to define KMS state
for all � 2 R. The case� = 0 corresponds to infinite temperature and(�; 0)-KMS
states (� - invariant traces) are sometimes called chaotic states. Inthe mathematical
litterature,(�; �)-KMS states for� = �1 are simply called� -KMS states.
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2.2 Cyclic representation and modular structure

Let! be a positive linear functional on theC�-algebraO. We denote by(H!; �!;
!)
the GNS-representation ofO associated to!.

A linear functional� 2 O� is called!-normal, denoted�� !, if there exists
a trace class operator�� on H! such that�(�) = Tr(���!(�)). Any !-normal
linear functional� has a unique normal extension to the enveloping von Neumann
algebraM! = �!(O)00. We denote byN! the set of all!-normal states.N! is a
norm closed convex subset ofE(O).

If � is another positive linear functionals onO, then� � ! iff N� � N!. !
and� are said to be quasi-equivalent ifN� = N! and disjoint ifN� \ N! = ;.

If � � � � 0 for some!-normal linear functional� implies� = 0 we say that� and! are mutually singular (or orthogonal), and write� ? !. An equivalent
(more symmetric) definition is:� ? ! iff � � � � 0 and! � � � 0 imply � = 0.

If � and! are disjoint, then� ? !. The converse does not hold— it is possible
that� and! are mutually singular but not disjoint.

A positive linear functional� has a unique decomposition� = �n + �s, where�n; �s are positive linear functional,�n � !, and�s ? !. Moreover,�n and�s
are disjoint. The uniqueness of the decomposition implies that if � is � -invariant,
then so are�n and�s.

A state! is called factor state (or primary state) if its enveloping von Neumann
algebra is a factori.e., if M!\M0! = C I. It is called modular if
! is a separating
vector forM! i.e., if A
! = 0 for A 2 M! impliesA = 0. This condition is
equivalent to the cyclicity of
! for the commutantM0!. Any KMS state at inverse
temperature� 2 R is modular.

Assume that! is a modular state onO. The formulaA
! 7! A�
!;
defines an anti-linear mapS on the dense subspaceM!
!. A simple calculation
show thatM0!
! � D(S�) andS�B
! = B�
!:
SinceM0!
! is dense,S is closable and its closure has a polar decomposition�S = J�1=2! ;
whereJ is anti-unitary and� is a positive self-adjoint operator. Also of interest
is the norm closureP of the setfAJA
!jA 2M!g:
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The main results of Tomita-Takesaki are contained in the following

Theorem 2.1 The anti-unitary operatorJ is a conjugation,J2 = I, such thatJ� = ��1J:
For any	 2 P and anyA 2M! one hasJ	 = 	; AJAJP � P;
moreover, JM!J =M0!:
The unitary group�it satisfies�it
! = 
!; �itP � P;
for all t 2 R and generates a group of�-automorphisms ofM!,�t!(A) = �itA��it:�! is the unique group of�-automorphisms ofM! for which! is a KMS state (at
inverse temperature� = �1).J is called the modular conjugation,� the modular operator,�! the modular
group andP the natural cone.

An important property of the natural cone is that for every state� 2 N! there
is a unique vector
� 2 P such that�(�) = (
�; �!(�)
�). Moreover, if� is aC�- dynamics onO (not necessarily leaving the state! invariant), then there is a
unique self-adjoint operatorL onH! such that, for allt,�!(� t(A)) = eitL�!(A)e�itL;e�itLP � P: (9)

The operatorL is called the standard Liouvillean. The first formula in (9) allows
us to extend� to all ofM!.

A state� 2 N! is � -invariant iff L
� = 0. Thus, the study of!-normal,� -invariant states reduces to the study ofKerL. This is the first link between
quantum statistical mechanics and modular theory. The second one is Takesaki’s
theorem:! is a(�; �)-KMS state iff� = e��L: (10)
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The third link is quantum Koopmanism: The spectral properties of the standard
Liouvillean L encode the ergodic properties of the quantum dynamical system(O; �; !) in complete analogy with Koopman’s lemma of classical ergodic theory
[JP1, JP3]. For example, if the state! is modular, then(O; �; !) is ergodic iff
zero is a simple eigenvalue ofL. Moreover, the system returns to equilibrium if
the singular spectrum ofL reduces to this simple eigenvalue.

2.3 Perturbation theory

Let (O; � t) be aC�-dynamical system and denote byÆ its generator. Alocal per-
turbationof the system is obtained by perturbing its generator with the bounded�-derivation associated with a self-adjoint elementV of OÆV = Æ + i[V; � ℄;
with D(ÆV ) = D(Æ). Since this is a bounded perturbation, there is a Dyson
expansion for the perturbed group� tV = etÆV� tV (X) = � t(X) + (11)+ 1XN=1 Z t0dt1 � � �Z tN�10 dtN i[� tN (V ); i[� � � ; i[� t1(V ); � t(X)℄ � � � ℄℄;
which is norm convergent for anyt 2 R and anyX 2 O. Another useful repre-
sentation of the locally perturbed dynamics is theinteraction picture. TheAnsatz� tV (X) = �tV � t(X)�t�V : (12)

leads to the differential equation�t�tV = i�tV � t(V );
with the initial condition�0V = I. It follows that�tV is a unitary element ofO
which has a norm convergent expansion�tV = T� exp�i Z t0 � s(V )ds�= I + 1XN=1 iN Z t0dt1 � � �Z tN�10 dtN � tn(V ) � � � � t1(V ): (13)
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Moreover,�tV satisfies the cocycle relations�t+sV = �tV � t(�sV ) = � tV (�sV )�tV : (14)

Let (H; �) be a representation ofO carrying a unitary implementationU t of
the unperturbed dynamics� t�(� t(X)) = U t�(X)U t�:
The interaction picture shows thatU tV = �(�tV )U t unitarily implement� tV in this
representation (the group property follows from the cocycle property (14)). From
the expansion (13) we get norm convergent expansion (the integral is in the strong
Riemann sense)U tV = U t + 1XN=1 iN Z t0dt1 � � �Z tN�10 dtN U tN�(V )U tN�1�tN � � �U t1�t2�(V )U t�t1 :
LetGV be the self-adjoint generator ofU tV . Applying the last formula to a vector� 2 D(G0) and differentiating att = 0 we obtain� 2 D(GV ) andGV = G+ �(V ): (15)

Note however that the unitary implementation of� tV in H is by no means
unique.eitK is another implementation if and only ifeitGV �(X)e�itGV = eitK�(X)e�itK ;
for all X 2 O and allt. ThuseitKe�itGV must be a unitary element of�(O)0 for
all t. SuchK are easily obtained by settingK = GV �W = G+ �(V )�W;
whereW is a self-adjoint element of�(O)0. Then�0tW = eitKe�itGV satisfies the
differential equation �t�0tW = �i�0tWW t;
with W t = eitGVWe�itGV and initial value�00W = I. SinceeitGV = �(�tV )eitG
andeitGWe�itG 2 �(O)0 for all t, we haveW t = eitGWe�itG and�0tW is given by
the norm convergent time-ordered exponential�0tW = T� exp��i Z t0 W sds� :
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In the special case of the cyclic representation of a modularstate!, the choiceU t = eitL; W = J�!(V )J;
whereL is the standard Liouvillean of� leads to�0tW = J�tV J and henceeit(L+�!(V )�J�!(V )J) = �tV (J�tV J)eitL;
preserves the coneP. It follows thatL + �!(V )� J�!(V )J;
is the standard Liouvillean of�V .

Specializing even more, assume now that! is a�-KMS state for� . It is then
natural to ask for a�-KMS state for the perturbed dynamics�V .

To gain some intuition on the problem let us consider first thefinite dimen-
sional case. LetO = B(H) for some finite dimensional Hilbert spaceH and� t(X) = eitHXe�itH for some self-adjointH. Then!(X) = Tr (e��HX)=Tr (e��H) = Tr (e��H=2Xe��H=2)=Tr (e��H);
is the unique�-KMS state for� . The perturbed dynamics� tV as well as the per-
turbed KMS state!V are obtained by replacingH by H + V . Note that, in the
present situation, the definition (12) of the unitary cocycle�tV reads�tV = eit(H+V )e�itH ;
which is obviously an entire function oft. Thus, we can express!V in terms of!
as !V (X) = !(X�i�V )!(�i�V ) = !(�i�=2?V X�i�=2V )!(�i�=2?V �i�=2V ) : (16)

On the other hand, we have�!(�i�=2V )
! = �!(�i�=2V )e��L=2
! = e��(L+�!(V ))=2
!; (17)

by Equ. (15). Thus we can write Equ. (16) as!V (X) = (
!V ; �!(X)
!V )(
!V ;
!V ) ;
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where
!V = e��(L+V )=2
!. The cocycle property (14) further gives�i�=2V = �i�=4V � i�=4(�i�=4V ) = �i�=4V � i�=2(��i�=4(�i�=4V ));
and��i�=4(�i�=4V ) = (��i�=4V )�1. Since��z�V is analytic and equals(�zV )�1 for realz, they are equal for allz and�i�=2V = �i�=4V � i�=2(�i�=4�V ):
We can rewrite the perturbed vector
!V as
!V = �!(�i�=4V )e��L=2�!(�i�=4V )�
! = �!(�i�=4V )e��L=2J�1=2�!(�i�=4V )
!;
and sinceJ�1=2 = Je��L=2 = e�L=2J we conclude that
!V = �!(�i�=4V )J�!(�i�=4V )J
! 2 P:
Thus
!V is, up to normalization, the unique standard vector representative of the
perturbed KMS-state!V .

The main difficulty in extending this formula to more generalsituation is to
show that
! 2 D(e��(L+�!(V ))=2). Indeed, even ifV is bounded, the LiouvilleanL is usually unbounded below and ordinary perturbation theory of quasi-bounded
semi-groups fails. IfV is such that� t(V ) is entire analytic, this can be done using
(17) since the cocycle�tV is then analytic, as the solution of a linear differential
equation with analytic coefficients. It is possible to extend the result to general
bounded perturbations using an approximation argument. The result is usually
quoted as Araki’s perturbation theory ofKMS states.

Theorem 2.2 Let (O; � t) be aC�-dynamical system andV 2 O a local pertur-
bation. There exists a bijective map! 7! !V between the set of�-KMS states for� and the set of�-KMS states for�V such that!V 2 N! and(!V1)V2 = !V1+V2 .

Let! be a�-KMS state for� . Denote byL the standard Liouvillean of� . For
any local perturbationV one has:

1. 
! 2 D(e��(L+�!(V ))=2).
2. Up to normalization,
V = e��(L+�!(V ))=2
! is the vector representative of!V in P.

3. 
V is cyclic and separating forM!.

4. For any� 2 N! one hasEnt(�j!V ) = Ent(�j!) + �(V )� log k
V k2.
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2.4 Ideal Fermi gases

In these Lectures, I will be primarily concerned with open Fermion systems. The
reservoirsR� will be ideal Fermi gases (gases of independent electrons inthe
language of solid state physics). The small systemS itself will be such an ideal
gas most of the time, except in the last Section where I will present some results
pertinent to the case where the Fermions are allowed to interact in the systemS
only.

Leth be the Hilbert space of a single Fermion and��(h) be the anti-symmetric
Fock space overh and denote bya�(f), a(f) the creation and annihilation oper-
ators for a single Fermion in the statef 2 h. These operators are bounded on��(h) ka(f)k = ka�(f)k = kfk; (18)

and satisfy the Canonical Anticommutation Relations (CAR)fa(f); a�(g)g = (f; g)I; fa(f); a(g)g = fa�(f); a�(g)g = 0:
The corresponding self-adjoint field operator'(f) � 1p2 (a(f) + a�(f)) ;
satisfies the anticommutation relationf'(f); '(g)g = Re(f; g)I:
In the sequela# stands for eithera or a�.

The norm closure inB(��(h)) of the linear span of the set of monomialsa#(f1) � � �a#(fn);
is aC�-algebra: The CAR or Fermi algebra overh which we denote byCAR(h).

Leth denotes the Hamiltonian of a single Fermion. I will always assume thath
is bounded below. The second quantizationH � d�(h) of h generates a strongly
continuous unitary group �(eith) = eitH ;
on the Fock space��(h). The induced group of�-automorphisms ofB(��(h))� t(A) � eitHA e�itH ;
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leaves the subalgebraCAR(h) invariant since� t(a#(f)) = a#(eithf):
Moreover, Equ. (18) givesk� t(a#(f))� a#(f)k = keithf � fk;
from which one easily concludes that the restriction of� t to CAR(h) is strongly
continuous. Thus, the pair(CAR(h); �) is aC�-dynamical system.

Recall thatN � d�(I) is the Fermion number operator on��(h). The previ-
ous argument also shows that#t(A) � eitNAe�itN :
defines a strongly continuous group of�-automorphims ofCAR(h). Clearly, the
gauge group# commutes with the dynamical group� . For any� 2 R,� t� � � t Æ #��t;
is the strongly continuous group of�-automorphisms ofCAR(h) induced byK� � H � �N . A state onCAR(h) is called(�; �)-KMS state if it is a�-KMS
state for��. This state describes the free Fermi gas at thermal equilibrium in the
grand canonical ensemble with inverse temperature� and chemical potential�
(recall Exercise 1).

To every self-adjoint operatorT onh such that0 � T � I one can associate a
state!T onCAR(h) satisfying!T (a�(fn) � � �a�(f1)a(g1) � � �a(gm)) = Æn;mdetf(gi; T fj)g: (19)

This#-invariant state is usually called the quasi-free gauge-invariant state gen-
erated byT . It is completely determined by its two point function!T (a�(f)a(g)) = (g; Tf):
Alternatively, quasi-free gauge-invariant states can be described by their action on
the field operators. For any integern we definePn as the set of all permutations� of f1; : : : ; 2ng such that�(2j � 1) < �(2j); and �(2j � 1) < �(2j + 1);
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for everyj 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Denote by�(�) the signature of� 2 Pn. !T is the
unique state onCAR(h) satisfying the Wick relations:!T ('(f1)'(f2)) = 12(f1; f2)� i Im(f1; T f2);!T ('(f1) � � �'(f2n)) = X�2Pn �(�) nYj=1!T ('(f�(2j�1))'(f�(2j)));!T ('(f1) � � �'(f2n+1)) = 0:

Note that ifA is a trace class operator onh, thend�(A) 2 CAR(h) andkd�(A)k = kAk1:
Moreover, for any quasifree state!T one has!T (d�(A)) = Tr (TA): (20)

Using the defining relation (19) and the CAR, one easily showsthat, for any trace
class operatorsA;B onh, one also has!T (d�(A)d�(B))� !T (d�(A))!T (d�(B)) = Tr (TA(I � T )B): (21)

If h = h1 � h2 andT = T1 � T2, then forA 2 CAR(h1) andB 2 CAR(h2)
one has !T (AB) = !T1(A)!T2(B): (22)!T is a factor state. It is modular iffKerT = Ker (I � T ) = f0g.

Two states!T1 and!T2 are quasi-equivalenti.e.,N!T1 = N!T2 , iff the opera-
tors T 1=21 � T 1=22 and (I � T1)1=2 � (I � T2)1=2; (23)

are Hilbert-Schmidt; see [De, PoSt, Ri]. Assume thatKerTi = Ker (I � Ti) =f0g. Then the states!T1 and!T2 are unitarily equivalent iff (23) holds.
If T = F (h) for some functionF : sp(h) ! [0; 1℄, then!T describes a free

Fermi gas with energy densityF (").
The state!T is � -invariant iff T commutes witheith for all t. If the spectrum

of h is simple this means thatT = F (h) for some functionF : sp(h)! [0; 1℄.
For any�; � 2 R, the Fermi-Dirac distribution���(") � (1 + e�("��))�1

induces the unique(�; �)-KMS state onCAR(h), which we denote by!��.
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The cyclic representation ofCAR(h) associated to!T can be explicitly com-
puted as follows. Fix a complex conjugationf 7! �f onh and extend it to��(h).
Denote by
 the vacuum vector andN the number operator in��(h). SetH!T = ��(h)
 ��(h);
!T = 

 
;�!T (a(f)) = a((I � T )1=2f)
 I + (�I)N 
 a�( �T 1=2 �f):
The triple (H!T ; �!T ;
!T ) is the GNS representation of the algebraCAR(h)
associated to!T . (This representation was constructed in [AW] and if often
called Araki-Wyss representation.) If!T is � -invariant, the corresponding!T -
Liouvillean is L = d�(h)
 I � I 
 d�(�h):
If h has purely (absolutely) continuous spectrum so doesL, except for the simple
eigenvalue0 corresponding to the vector
!T . On the other hand,0 becomes a de-
generate eigenvalue as soon ash has some point spectrum. Thus the ergodic prop-
erties of� -invariant, gauge-invariant quasi-free states can be described in terms of
the spectrum ofh. If h has no eigenvalues the state!T is ergodiclimT!1 12T Z T�T �(� t(A)) dt = !T (A);
for all � 2 N!T andA 2 CAR(h). If h has purely absolutely continuous spec-
trum, then!T is mixing limjtj!1 �(� t(A)) = !T (A):

If !T is modular, then its modular operator is described bylog� = d�(s)
 I � I 
 d�(�s);
wheres = logT (I�T )�1. The corresponding modular conjugation isJ(�
	) =u�	
 u��, whereu = (�I)N(N+I)=2.

Let � be the�-automorphism ofCAR(h) defined by�(a(f)) = �a(f): (24)A 2 CAR(h) is called even if�(A) = A and odd if�(A) = �A. Every elementA 2 CAR(h) can be written in a unique way as a sumA = A++A� whereA� =
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of CAR(h) andCAR(h) is a direct sum of these two subspaces. It follows from
(19) that!T (A) = 0 if A is odd. Therefore one has!T (A) = !T (A+) and!T Æ � = !T : (25)

The subspace of even elements is aC�-subalgebra ofCAR(h). This subalge-
bra is called even CAR algebra and is denoted byCAR+(h). It is the norm closure
of the linear span of even monomialsa#(f1) � � �a#(f2n):
The even CAR algebra plays an important role in physics. It isis preserved by�
and# and the pair(CAR+(h); �) is aC�-dynamical system.

We denote the restriction of!T to CAR+(h) by the same letter. In particular,!�� is the unique(�; �)-KMS state onCAR+(h).
Let A = a#(f1) � � �a#(fn); B = a#(g1) � � �a#(gm);

be two elements ofCAR(h), wherem is even. It follows from CAR thatk[A; � t(B)℄k � CXi;j j(fi; eithgj)j;
where one can takeC = (max(kfik; kgjk))n+m�2. If the functionsj(fi; eithgj)j
belong toL1(R; dt), then Z 1�1 k[A; � t(B)℄k dt <1: (26)

Let h0 � h be a subspace such that for anyf; g 2 h0 the functiont 7! (f; eithg)
is integrable. LetO0 = fa#(f1) � � �a#(fn) jn 2 N ; fj 2 h0g and letO+0 be the
even subalgebra ofO0. Then forA 2 O0 andB 2 O+0 (26) holds. Ifh0 is dense
in h, thenO0 is dense inCAR(h) andO+0 is dense inCAR+(h).
3 Entropy production

3.1 Relative entropy

Let! be a modular state on theC�-algebraO and(H!; �!;
!) the induced cyclic
representation.
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To any state� 2 N! we associate its unique vector representative
� 2 P. We
denote bys� the orthogonal projection on the closed subspace ofH! generated byM0!
� . On the dense subspaceM!
� � (M!
�)? the formulaA
� � � 7! s�A�
!:
defines an anti-linear operatorS!;�. Denoting bys0� the orthogonal projection
on the closed subspace generated byM!
� , one easily checks that the dense
subspaceM0!
� � (M0!
�)? belongs to the domain of the adjointS�!;� and thatS�!;�(B
� �	) = s0�B�
!:
ThusS!;� is closable. The positive self-adjoint operator�!;� � S�!;� �S!;�;
is called relative modular operator.

The relative entropy of two states!; � 2 E(O) has been defined by Araki in
[Ar1, Ar2]. We shall however use the notation of [BR, Don] (which departs from
Araki’s one by the order of the arguments and the sign) and setEnt(�j!) � � (
�; log�!;� 
�) if � 2 N!;�1 otherwise:
It follows from the inequalitylogx � x � 1 and the fact that(
� ;�!;�
�) =ks�
!k2 � 1, that Ent(�j!) � 0:
Remark. The above construction is easily adapted to the case where! is not
modular. One has then to use a standard representation of theenvelopping von
Neumann algebraM!. In our applications however,! will always be modular.

To motivate this definition, let us consider the special caseof a quantum sys-
tem with a finite dimensional Hilbert spaceH. TheC�-algebra of observables is
the full matrix algebraO � B(H) and the state space isE(O) = f! 2 B(H) j! � 0;Tr! = 1g:

To construct the cyclic representation associated with thestate! let us setK � Ran! = (Ker!)? and considerB(K;H) as a Hilbert space equiped with
the inner product(X; Y ) � Tr (X�Y ). We setH! = B(K;H); �!(A)X = AX; 
! = !1=2i;
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wherei denotes the canonical injectionK ! H. One easily checks that�!(O)
! =H!. Moreover, one has(
!; �!(A)
!) = Tr (i�!1=2A!1=2i) = Tr (!1=2ii�!1=2A) = Tr (!A):
Thus(H!; �!;
!) is the cyclic representation ofO associated to!.

Since�!(A)
! = A!1=2i = 0 if K � KerA, the state! is modular if and only
if K = H, that is if! > 0. Note incidently that a Gibbs state! = e��H=Tr (e��H)
is always modular.

From now on we assume that! > 0, and thusH! = B(H). Since�! is
injective, the envelopping von Neumann algebraM! = �!(O) is isomorphic toO. Let us determine the modular structure associated to!. By definition we have(�!(A)
!;��!(B)
!) = (S�!(A)
!; S�!(B)
!);
that is (A!1=2;�B!1=2) = (A�!1=2; B�!1=2):
Writing X = B!1=2 andY = �X, we obtainTr (!1=2A�Y ) = Tr (!1=2A!�1=2X�!1=2) = Tr (!1=2A�!X!�1);
from which we conclude thatY = �X = !X!�1. It follows that�1=2X =!1=2X!�1=2 and henceJX = S��1=2X = S!�1=2X!1=2 = (!�1=2X)�!1=2 = X�:
It is now easy to compute the natural coneP = f�!(A)J�!(A)
! = A!1=2A� jA 2 Og = fX 2 B(H)jX � 0g:
We note also that the commutantM0! is given byM0! = JM!J = J�!(O)J = �0!(O);
where �0!(A) = J�!(A)J : X 7! XA�:
In particular the centerM! \M0! is trivial and therefore! is a factor state.

If � is another density matrix, its vector representative inH! is just�1=2. De-
note byp� the orhogonal projection on its range. One hasM0!
� = f�1=2A jA 2 B(H)g = fX 2 B(H) jRanX � Ran �g = p�B(H);
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from which we conclude thats� = �!(p�). SimilarlyM!
� = fA�1=2 jA 2 B(H)g = fX 2 B(H) jKer � � KerXg = B(H)p� ;
ands0� = �0!(p�). From the definition of the relative modular operator we get,forA;B 2 O and�;	 2 (M!
�)? = B(H)(I � p�),(�!(A)
� � �;�!;�(�!(B)
� �	)) = (s��!(A)�
!; s��!(B)�
!);
that is, withX = �!(B)
� � 	 = B�1=2 +	(I � p�) andY = �!;�X,Tr ((A�1=2 � �)�Y ) = Tr ((p�A�!1=2)�p�B�!1=2)Tr ((�1=2A� + (I � p�)��)Y ) = Tr (!1=2Bp�A�!1=2)= Tr (�1=2A�!B��1=2p�)= Tr (�1=2A�!X��1p�)= Tr ((�1=2A� + (I � p�)��)!X��1p�);
from which we conclude that�!;�X = !X��1p�:
Using the spectral decomposition of! and�, it now easy to compute the relative
entropy Ent(�j!) = (
�; log�!;�
�) = Tr (�(log! � log �)) :
This expression is the natural extension of the relative entropy of two probability
measures Ent(�j!) = � Z log d�d! d�:
3.2 Entropy balance equation

Let ! 2 E(O) be a modular state,(H!; �!;
!) the assocaited cyclic representa-
tion and�t! the modular group of!. We denote byÆ! the generator of�t! and byD(Æ!) its domain.

For unitaryU 2 O and � 2 E(O), we denote by�U the state�U(A) ��(U�AU).
Theorem 3.1 For any unitaryU 2 O \ D(Æ!) and any� 2 E(O),Ent(�U j!) = Ent(�j!)� i�(U�Æ!(U)): (27)
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Let � t be aC�-dynamics onO and assume that that! is � -invariant. One easily
checks that for anys 2 R the state! is KMS for �̂t! � ��s Æ �t! Æ � s. It follows
from Theorem 2.1 that̂�t! = �t! i.e., that the two groups� and�! commute.

LetV be a local perturbation, that is a self-adjoint element ofO. The perturbed
time evolution is the strongly continuous family of�-automorphisms ofO given
by the formula� tV (A) � � t(A)+ Xn�1 in Z t0 dt1Z t10 dt2 � � �Z tn�10 dtn [� tn(V ); [� � � ; [� t1(V ); � t(A)℄℄℄:
In the interaction representation,� tV is given by� tV (A) = �tV � t(A)�t�V ;
where�tV 2 O is a family of unitaries satisfying the differential equationddt�tV = i�tV � t(V ); �0V = 1:
If V 2 D(Æ!), then�tV 2 D(Æ!) andddt�tV Æ!(�t�V ) = �i� tV (Æ!(V )): (28)

Hence, Theorem 3.1 has the following immediate corollary

Corollary 3.2 Assume that! is � -invariant and thatV 2 D(Æ!). Then, for any� 2 E(O), Ent(� Æ � tV j!) = Ent(�j!)� Z t0 � Æ � sV (Æ!(V )) (29)

Motivated by the entropy balance equation (29), we shall call the observable�V � Æ!(V );
entropy production rate of the local perturbationV w.r.t. the reference state!.
Note that�V not only depends on the perturbationV , but also on the reference
state!. We will see in our applications that whenever! has some internal struc-
ture (roughly speaking if! is a product of KMS states), then�V can be related to
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the fluxes of extensive quantities like energy or charges across the various com-
ponents of the system.

Our definition of entropy production is motivated by classical dynamics where
the rate of change of thermodynamic (Clausius) entropy can sometimes be related
to the phase space contraction rate [Ga2, RC]. The latter is related to the Gibbs
entropy (as shown for example in [Ru3]) which is nothing elsebut the relative
entropy with respect to thenatural reference stateprovided by Lebesgue measure;
see [JPR1] for a detailed discussion in a more general context. Thus, it seems
reasonable to define the entropy production as the rate of change of the relative
entropy with respect to the reference state!. Within this analogy, the observable�V plays the role of the phase space contraction rate.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. LetM! � �!(O)00 be the enveloping von Neumann alge-
bra. Since! is a KMS state, the vector
! is separating forM!, and we denote
by P, J , � the corresponding natural cone, modular conjugation and modular
operator. We further set L � log�;
and recall that �!(�t!(A)) = eitL�!(A)e�itL; L
! = 0:

Any state� 2 N! has a unique normal extension toM! which we denote
by the same letter. Obviously,� is !-normal iff �U is !-normal for all unitariesU 2 O and so, in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may restrict ourselvesto!-normal�’s.

We will use the fact that if :M! 7!M! is a�-automorphism, thenEnt(� Æ j! Æ ) = Ent(�j!):
In particular, Ent(�U j!) = Ent(�j!U�):
Let 	U� be the unique vector representative of the state!U� in the coneP. A
simple computation shows that	U� = �!(U�)J�!(U�)
!:

We will considerP � �!(�iU�Æ!(U)) as a local perturbation of the modular
group�t!. Let�t be the locally perturbedW �-dynamics,�t(A) � eit(L+P )Ae�it(L+P ) = �tP�t!(A)�t�P ;
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whereeit(L+P )e�itL � �tP 2M! is a family of unitaries satisfyingddt�tP = i�tP�t!(P ); �0P = 1: (30)

By the Araki perturbation theory,
! 2 D(e(L+P )=2) and the vector	 = e(L+P )=2
!ke(L+P )=2
!k ;
belongs to the natural coneP and defines a state which is KMS for�.

Another fundamental result of Araki’s theory is the relationEnt(�j ) = Ent(�j!) + �(P )� log ke(L+P )=2
!k2; (31)

which holds for all!-normal states�. (For� faithful, this relation was proven in
[Ar1, Ar2], see also [BR]. Its extension to general� was obtained by Donald in
[Don]. Hence, to finish the proof it suffices to show thate(L+P )=2
! = 	U�.

We setT t � U��t!(U) and observe thatddtT t = iT t�t!(�iU�Æ!(U)); T 0 = 1:
Comparison with Equ. (30) immediately leads to�!(T t) = �tP and thereforeeit(L+P )
! = �!(T t)eitL
!= �!(U�)eitL�!(U)
!: (32)

Since the vector-valued functionz 7! eiz(L!+P )
! is analytic inside the strip�1=2 < Im z < 0 and strongly continuous on its closure, analytic continuation of
the identity (32) toz = �i=2, yieldse(L+P )=2
! = �!(U�)�1=2�!(U)
!= �!(U�)J�!(U�)
!= 	U�;
which is the desired relation.�
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4 Non-Equilibrium Steady States

4.1 Definition

Our definition of Non-Equilibrium Steady States (NESS) follows closely the idea
of Ruelle that a “natural” steady state should provide the statistics, over large
time intervals[0; t℄, of initial configurations of the system which are typical with
respect to the reference state [Ru3].

Let (O; �) be aC�-dynamical system and� a given initial state. The NESS
associated to� and� are the weak-� limit points of the time averages along the
trajectory� Æ � t. In other words, ifh�it � 1t Z t0 � Æ � s ds; (33)

then�+ is a NESS associated to� and� if there exists a sequencetn " 1 such
that h�itn(A) ! �+(A) for all A 2 O. We denote by�+(�; �) the set of such
NESS. One easily sees that�+(�; �) � E(O; �). Moreover, sinceE(O) is weak-? compact,�+(�; �) is non-empty.

Remark. There is a fair amount of arbitrariness in the above definition. The er-
godic mean in Equ. (33) can be replaced by another averaging procedure. Without
further assumptions on the ergodic properties of the system, the resulting set of
NESS will generally not coincide with�+(�; �). However, most results in this
section are either independent of our specific choice of averaging, or can be easily
adapted to other averagings.

In these notes, we will consider NESS of locally perturbed dynamical systems
which occur naturaly in the study of open systems. Let(O; �) be aC�-dynamical
system and! a modular� -invariant reference state. We denote by�V the dynamics
induced by a local perturbationV 2 O. We shall always assume that our initial
states are normal w.r.t. the reference state!. Thus, let� 2 N! and consider a
NESS�+ 2 �+(�; �V ). We define the entropy production rate of�+ byEp(�+) � �+(�V ):
Let tn ! 1 be a sequence such thath�itn ! �+(A). According to the entropy
balance equation (29)Ep(�+) = � limn 1tn (Ent(� Æ � tnV j!)� Ent(�j!)): (34)
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SinceEnt(� Æ � tV j!) � 0, an immediate consequence of this equation is that, for�+ 2 �+(�; �V ), Ep(�+) � 0: (35)

4.2 Structural properties

In this subsection we shall discuss structural properties of NESS and entropy pro-
duction. Proofs can be found in [AJPP].

First, we will discuss the dependence of�+(�; �V ) on the initial state�. On
physical grounds, one may expect that if the reference state! is sufficiently regu-
lar, then�+(�; �V ) = �+(!; �V ) for any initial state� 2 N!.

Theorem 4.1 Assume that! is a factor state on theC�-algebraO and that, for
all � 2 N! andA;B 2 O,limT!1 1T Z T0 �([� tV (A); B℄) dt = 0;
holds (weak asymptotic abelianness in mean). Then�+(�; �V ) = �+(!; �V ) for
all � 2 N!.

The second structural property we would like to mention is:

Theorem 4.2 Letrho be a!-normal�V -invariant state. Then�(�V ) = 0. In particular, the entropy
production of the!-normal part of any NESS is equal to zero.

If Ent(�j!) > �1, then Theorem 4.2 is an immediate consequence of the
entropy balance equation (34). The caseEnt(�j!) = �1 has been treated in
[JP7] and the proof requires the full machinery of Araki’s perturbation theory.

If !+ is a factor state, then either!+ � ! or !+ ? !. Hence, Theorem 4.2
yields:

Corollary 4.3 If !+ is a factor state andEp(!+) > 0, then!+ ? !. If ! is also
a factor state, then!+ and! are disjoint.

Certain structural properties can be characterized in terms of the standard Li-
ouvillean. LetL be the standard Liouvillean associated to� andLV = L +�!(V )� J�!(V )J the standard Liouvillean associated to�V .
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Theorem 4.4 Assume that! is modular.
1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, ifKerLV 6= f0g, then it is one-
dimensional and there exists a unique normal,�V -invariant state!V such that�+(!; �V ) = f!V g:
2. If KerLV = f0g, then any NESS in�+(!; �V ) is purely singular.
3. If KerLV contains a separating vector forM!, then�+(!; �V ) contains a
unique state!+ and this state is!-normal.

5 Open Systems

5.1 Setup

We consider an open system where a small systemS interacts withM reser-
voirsR1; : : : ;RM . The combined systemS + R1 + � � � + RM is described by
a C�-algebraO. To each subsystemS;R1; : : : ;RM corresponds a subalgebraOS ;OR1 ; : : : ;ORM of O. Subalgebras corresponding to distinct subsystems may
not commute. However, we will assume thatOa \ Ob = C I for a 6= b. If Ak,1 � k � N , are subsets ofO, we denote byhA1; � � � ;ANi the minimalC�-
subalgebra ofO that contains allAk. Without loss of generality, we may assume
thatO = hOS ;OR1 ; � � � ;ORM i.

The dynamics of the joint butdecoupledsystem is given by a group� t = etÆ
which preserves each subalgebrasOa. We denote the restriction of� toOa by �a
and its generator byÆa. The reference state! is such that its restrictions!a �!jOa are�a-invariant.

The subsystemS is coupled to the reservoirRj through ajunctiondescribed
by a self-adjoint perturbationVj 2 hOS ;ORji. The complete interaction, given
by V � MXj=1 Vj; (36)

is a local perturbation and the�-derivationÆV � Æ + i[V; � ℄ generates the coupled
dynamics� tV onO. Thecoupledjoint system is described by theC�-dynamical
system(O; �V ) and the reference state!.

The subsystem structure ofO can be chosen in a number of different ways
and the choice ultimately depends on the class of examples one wishes to de-
scribe. One obvious choice is the following: the small system is described by the
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OR1 
 � � � 
 ORM ;� = �S 
 �R1 
 � � � 
 �RM ;! = !S 
 !R1 
 � � � 
 !RM :
In view of the examples we plan to cover, we are forced to allowthe more general
structure describd above.
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Figure 2: JunctionsV1, V2 between the systemS and two reservoirs.

An anti-linear, involutive,�-automorphismr : O ! O is called atime reversal
if it satisfiesr Æ � tS = ��tS Æ r, r Æ � tRj = ��tRj Æ r andr(Vj) = Vj. If r is a time
reversal, then r Æ � t = ��t Æ r; r Æ � tV = ��tV Æ r:
An open quantum system described by(O; �V ) and the reference state! is called
time reversal invariant (TRI) if there exists a time reversal r such that! Æ r = !.

5.2 The scattering approach

Let (O; �) be aC�-dynamical system andV a local perturbation. The abstractC�-
scattering approach to the study of NESS is based on the following assumption:
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Assumption (S)The strong limit�+V � s� limt!1 ��t Æ � tV ;
exists.

The map�+V is an isometric�-endomorphism ofO, and is often called Møller
morphism.�+V is one-to-one but it is generally not onto, namelyO+ � Ran�+V 6= O:
Since�+V Æ � tV = � t Æ�+V , the pair(O+; �) is aC�-dynamical system and�+V is an
isomorphism between the dynamical systems(O; �V ) and(O+; �).

If the reference state! is � -invariant, then!+ = ! Æ �+V is the unique NESS
associated to! and�V and limt!1! Æ � tV (A) = !+(A);
for anyA 2 O. Note in particular that if! is a (�; �)-KMS state, then!+ is a(�V ; �)-KMS state.

The map�+V is the algebraic analog of the wave operator in Hilbert space
scattering theory. A simple and useful result in Hilbert space scattering theory is
the Cook criterion for the existence of the wave operator. Its algebraic analog is:

Proposition 5.1 1.Assume that there exists a dense subsetO0 � O such that for
all A 2 O0, Z 10 k[V; � tV (A)℄k dt <1: (37)

Then Assumption(S) holds.

Proof. For allA 2 O we have��t2 Æ � t2V (A)� ��t1 Æ � t1V (A) = i Z t2t1 ��t([V; � tV (A)℄) dt; (38)

and so k��t2 Æ � t2V (A)� ��t1 Æ � t1V (A)k � Z t2t1 k[V; � tV (A)℄k dt; (39)

Note that (37) and (39) imply that forA 2 O0 the norm limit�+V (A) � limt!1 ��t Æ � tV (A);
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exists. SinceO0 is dense and��t Æ � tV is isometric, the limit exists for allA 2 O,
and�+V is a�-morphism ofO. �

Until the end of this subsection we will assume that the Assumption (S) holds
and that! is � -invariant.

Let ~! � !jO+ and let(H~!; �~!;
~!) be the GNS-representation ofO+ as-
sociated to~!. Obviously, if �+V is an automorphism, then~! = !. We de-
note by(H!+; �!+;
!+) the GNS representation ofO associated to!+. Let L~!
andL!+ be the standard Liouvilleans associated, respectively, to(O+; �; ~!) and(O; �V ; !+). Recall thatL~! is the unique self-adjoint operator onH~! such that forA 2 O+, L~!
~! = 0; �~!(� t(A)) = eitL~!�~!(A)e�itL~! ;
and similarly forL!+.

Proposition 5.2 The mapU�~!(�+V (A))
~! = �!+(A)
!+;
extends to a unitaryU : H~! !H!+ which intertwinesL~! andL!+, i.e.,UL~! = L!+U:
Proof. Set�0~!(A) � �~!(�+V (A)) and note that�0~!(O)
~! = �~!(O+)
~!, so that
~! is cyclic for�0~!(O). Since!+(A) = !(�+V (A)) = ~!(�+V (A)) = (
~!; �~!(�+V (A))
~!) = (
~!; �0~!(A)
~!);(H~!; �0~!;
~!) is also a GNS representation ofO associated to!+. Since GNS
representations associated to the same state are unitarilyequivalent, there is a
unitaryU : H~! ! H!+ such thatU
~! = 
!+ andU�0~!(A) = �!+(A)U:
Finally, the identitiesUeitL~!�0~!(A)
~! = U�~!(� t(�+V (A)))
~! = U�~!(�+V (� tV (A)))
~!= �!+(� tV (A))
!+ = eitL!+�!+(A)
!+= eitL!+U�0~!(A)
~!;
yield thatU intertwinesL~! andL!+. �
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Proposition 5.3 1. Assume that~! 2 E(O+; �) is � -ergodic. Then�+(�; �V ) =f!+g for all � 2 N!.
2. If ~! is � -mixing, thenlimt!1 � Æ � tV = !+ for all � 2 N!.

Proof. We will prove the Part 1; the proof of the Part 2 is similar. If� 2 N!, then� � O+ 2 N~!, and the ergodicity of~! yieldslimT!1 1T Z T0 �(� t(�+V (A))) dt = ~!(�+V (A)) = !+(A):
This fact, the estimatek�(� tV (A))� �(� t(�+V (A)))k � k��t Æ � tV (A)� �+V (A)k;
and Assumption (S) yield the statement.�

As in the Hilbert-space scattering theory, the range of the Møller morphism�+V is related to the domain of the inverse morphism�+V � s� limt!1 ��tV Æ � t:
Since in the applications we have in mind the small system is either a finite or a
confined quantum system its decoupled dynamics�S will typically be quasiperi-
odic. Thus we can’t expect the above limit to exists onOS and therefore the
Møller morphism�+V will not be onto (except in trivial cases). The best one may
hope for is thatO+ = OR � hOR1 ; : : : ;ORM i, namely that�+V is an isomorphism
between theC�-dynamical systems(O; �V ) and(OR; �R) where�R � � jOR. The
next theorem was proved in [Ru1].

Theorem 5.4 Suppose that Assumption (S) holds.
1. If there exists a dense setOR0 � OR such that for allA 2 OR0,Z 10 k[V; � t(A)℄k dt <1; (40)

thenOR � O+.
2. If there exists a dense setO0 � O such that for allX 2 OS andA 2 O0,limt!+1 k[X; � tV (A)℄k = 0; (41)

thenO+ � OR.
3. If both (40) and (41) hold then�+V is an isomorphism between theC�-dynamical
systems(O; �V ) and (OR; �R). In particular, if !R is a (�R; �)-KMS for some
inverse temperature�, then!+ is a (�V ; �)-KMS state.
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Proof. The proof of Part 1 is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1.The assump-
tion (40) ensures that the limits�+V (A) = limt!1 ��tV Æ � t(A);
exist for allA 2 OR. Clearly,�+V Æ �+V (A) = A for all A 2 OR and soOR �Ran�+V .

To prove Part 2 recall thatOS is aN2-dimensional matrix algebra. It has a
basisfEk j k = 1; � � � ; N2g such that� t(Ek) = eit�kEk for some�k 2 R. From
Assumption (S) and (41) we can conclude that0 = limt!+1 eit�k��t([Ek; � tV (A)℄) = limt!+1[Ek; ��t Æ � tV (A)℄ = [Ek; �+V (A)℄;
for all A 2 O0 and hence, by continuity, for allA 2 O. It follows thatRan�+V be-
longs to the commutant ofOS inO. SinceO can be seen as the algebraMN (OR)
of N � N -matrices with entries inOR, one easily checks that this commutant is
preciselyOR.

Part 3 is a direct consequence of the first two parts.�
6 The EBB model

We now introduce a fairly general model of mesoscopic devicecommonly used
in quantum electronics. We will establish various well known formulas for the
heat and electric currents, entropy production and transport coefficients. Even
though the mathematical analysis of our model is rather straightforward and relies
entirely on very well known material, rigorous proofs of these formulas can not,
to the best of our knowledge, be found in the literature.

The system consists ofM extendedelectronic reservoirsR1 � � �RM connected
to aconfineddeviceS through junctionsJ1 � � � JM . Apart from Pauli’s principle,
electron-electron interactions are neglected, or more precisely treated in a mean
field approximation.

Each reservoirRk is described by the one-electron Hilbert spacehk with one-
electron Hamiltonianhk. We denote byhR � �khk andhR � �khk the complete,
one-electron, reservoir hilbert space and Hamiltonian. The deviceS is similarly
described byhS andhS . We seth � hR � hS andh0 � hR � hS . We further
denote byj�� : h� ! h, � = 1; � � � ;M;R;S the canonical imbeddings and by1� � j��j� the corresponding orthogonal projections.
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Assumption (S1)Eachhk is bounded below and has purely abso-
lutely continuous spectrum.hS is bounded below and its resolvent
belongs to the trace idealLp(hS) for somep � 1.

We will denote bya a positive constant such thathS + a and eachhk + a are
strictly positive.

To each junctionJk, we associate a hilbert spaceKk and two coupling oper-
atorsrk : hk ! Kk andsk : hS ! Kk. The coupling of the system with thek-th
reservoir is given by vk � j�Ss�krkjk + j�kr�kskjS ; (42)

and the coupled one-electron Hamiltonian ish � h0 + v � h0 +Xk vk:
Assumption (C)The operatorsrk(hk+a) andsk belong to the Hilbert-
Schmidt class. Moreover,rk(hk + a)(p�1)=2 andsk(hS + a)(p�1)=2 are
bounded.

The corresponding many-electrons system is described by the Fermi algebraO � CAR(h) and the two groups of Bogoliubov automorphisms� t0 and� t in-
duced by the one-electron Hamiltoniansh0 andh. We shall denote byORk ;OR;OS
the�-subalgebras ofO corresponding to subsystems, and by� tk, � tR, � tS the restric-
tions of� t0 to these algebras.

Note that, under Assumption (C), eachvk is trace class. Sinced� is a bounded
map fromL1(h) intoO (see [Araki-Wyss]),Vk � d�(vk) is a self-adjoint element
of hOS ;ORki. Clearly, � is the local perturbation of�0 by V = Pk Vk and its
generatorÆ is related to the generatorÆ0 of �0 by Æ = Æ0 + i[V; �℄.

Assumption (R1)The reference state is a�0-invariant, gauge invari-
ant quasi-free state! generated byT = TR � TS whereTR �Mk �k(hk);
for some measurable functions�k : sp(hk)!℄0; 1[ satisfyingsup�2sp(hk) ��k(�) <1:

As we shall see below, the choice ofTS is irrelevant for the purpose of com-
puting the NESS. It does however affect the entropy production observable�V .
We will denote by!R the restriction of! toOR.
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6.1 Heat and Electric Currents. Conservation Laws

Strictly speaking, the total charge and the total energy of the deviceS are not
observables ifhS is infinite dimensional. However, if we denote by by�n an
eigenbasis ofhS and by"n the corresponding eigenvalues, the (possibly infinite)
quantities QS(�) � 1Xj=0 �(a�(�j)a(�j));ES(�) � 1Xj=0 "j �(a�(�j)a(�j)):
are well defined for any� 2 E(O). Recall that, to such an�, one can associate a
two-point operatorT� by the formula�(a�(g)a(f)) = (f; T�g). By linearity and
continuity, this formula extends to�(d�(q)) = Tr (T� q) for any q 2 L1(h). In
terms ofT�, the above definitions can be rewritten asQS(�) = Tr hS(1ST�1S);ES(�) = Tr hS(1S(hS + a)1=2T�(hS + a)1=21S)� aQS(�);
from which the following Lemma follows easily.

Lemma 6.1 Let� be a state and denote byT� its two-point operator. There exists
a constantC, depending only onh0 andv, such thatQS(� Æ � t) � Ck(h0 + a)p=2T 1=2� k2;ES(� Æ � t) � Ck(h0 + a)(p+1)=2T 1=2� k2:
Moreover, for any�+ 2 �+(�; �) one hasQS(�+) � lim supt!+1 QS(� Æ � t);ES(�+) � lim supt!+1 ES(� Æ � t);

Note in particular that if�k(�) = (1 + e�k(���k))�1 with �k > 0 andhp+1S TS
is bounded, thenQS(! Æ � t) andES(! Æ � t) are uniformly bounded in time. Con-
sequentlyQS(!+) andES(!+) are finite for any!+ 2 �+(!; �).
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In the one-electron picture, the energy of the reservoirRk is given byhk(t) = eithhke�ith;
from which we conclude that the heat current flowing from thisreservoir into the
deviceS is '(1)k (t) � ��thk(t) = eith'(1)k e�ith
with the one-electron heat current'(1)k � �i[h; hk℄ = i[hk; v℄ = i[hk; vk℄ = i[hR; vk℄: (43)

The heat current in the many-electrons model is therefore given by�(1)k � d�('(1)k ) = i[d�(hk); V ℄ = Æk(V ):
Electric currents are obtained in a similar way, substituting the energyhk with

the orthogonal projection1k. Thus the one-electron electric current is'(0)k � �i[h; 1k℄ = i[1k; v℄ = i[1k; vk℄ = i[1R; vk℄; (44)

and its many-electron counterpart is�(0)k � d�('(0)k ) = i[d�(1k); V ℄ = ~Æk(V );
where~Æk is the generator of the gauge group ofRk.

Energy and charge conservation holds in the following precise form.

Lemma 6.2 If QS(� Æ � t) < 1 for t in some open interval, it is differentiable
there and its derivative is given by�tQS(� Æ � t) =Xk � Æ � t(�(0)k ):
In particular, if � is an invariant state such thatQS(�) <1, thenXk �(�(0)k ) = 0:
A similar statement holds for the energy.
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Proof. One has an absolutely convergent seriesQS(� Æ � t) =Xj qj(t);
where each termqj(t) = (eith�j; T�eith�j) is continuously differentiable since�j 2 D(h). An explicit calculation shows that_qj(t) = 2 Im(�j; v T�Æ� t�j) from
which one easily obtains the estimateXj supt j _qj(t)j � 2Xk krkk2 kskk2:
This allows us to conclude that�tQS(� Æ � t) =Xj _qj(t) = Tr (T�Æ� t i[v; 1S ℄):
Finaly, sincei[v; 1S ℄ = i[1R; v℄ =Pk i[1k; v℄ =Pk '(0)k , the result follows.�
6.2 Entropy Production

To compute the entropy production we need a modular reference state!. Thus,
we strengthen Assumption (R1) by the following requirements

Assumption (R2)TS = (1 + e��S )�1 where�S is a self-adjoint op-
erator commuting withhS , bounded above, with resolvent in a trace
idealLq(hS) for someq � 1. Moreover, there exists� > 1 such thatPk k(a� �S)�s�kk2 <1.

We set�k(�) = log �k(�)�log(1��k(�)). The reference state! is �0 invariant
and modular. Its modular dynamics is the group of Bogoliubovautomorphisms
associated with the Hamiltonian� �  Mk �k(hk)!� �S :
Hence, the entropy production observable is�V = Æ!(V ) = d�(i[�; v℄) =Xk d�(i[�k(hk); vk℄) + d�(i[�S ; v℄):
The last expression clearly displays the dependence of entropy production on the
choice of the reference state!S . However, one has
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Lemma 6.3 Under Assumptions (R1), (R2),�(�V ) =Xk �(d�(i[�k(hk); vk℄));
for any� -invariant state�. In particular, if �k(�) = (1 + e�k(���k))�1 then,�(�V ) = �Xk �k(�(�(1)k )� �k�(�(0)k )):
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that�S < 0 and that(��S)�q
is trace class. We first note that ifk is a trace class operator commuting withh0
one hasi[d�(k); V ℄ = d�(i[k; v℄) = �d�(i[h; k℄) = �Æ(d�(k)) and hence�(i[d�(k); V ℄) = 0;
for all � -invariant states�. In particular, since�(�)S � �S1 + �(��S)q+1 ;
is trace class for� > 0, one hasj�(i[d�(�S); V ℄)j � k[�S � �(�)S ; v℄k1:
Writing �S � �(�)S = ��� � �(��S)q+11 + �(��S)q+1�1�� (��S)1+�(q+1)(1 + �(��S)q+1)� ;
with 0 < � < 1 leads to the estimatej[kS � k(�)S ; v℄k1 � 2��Xk krkk2k(��S)1+�(q+1)s�kk2;
which, for sufficiently small�, allows to conclude.�
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6.3 NESS

Let us denote by1a(h) the orthogonal projection on the subspace ofh correspond-
ing to the absolutely continuous spectrum ofh. Under Hypotheses (S1) and (C),
it follows from the Kato-Rosenblum trace class scattering theory that the Møller
operators w� = s� limt!�1 eithe�ith01R;
exist and are completei.e.,w� are unitary operators fromhR ontoRan 1a(h). In
particular, the inverse Møller operators are given byw�� = s� limt!�1 eith0e�ith1a(h);
with w��w� = 1R andw�w�� = 1a(h). Let us make the following Hypothesis

Assumption (S2)h has purely absolutely continuous spectrum.

Then, for elements of the formA = a#( 1) � � �a#( n); (45)

of O one has ��t0 Æ � t(A) = a#(e�ith0eith 1) � � �a#(e�ith0eith n);
and therefore limt!1 ��t0 � t(A) = a#(w�� 1) � � �a#(w�� n):
Since the linear span of the set of elements of the form (45) isdense inO, we
derive that the limit �+ = limt!1 ��t0 Æ � t;
exists in the strong topology onO. Hence,!+ = ! Æ �+;
is the unique NESS associated to! and� . From (19) it is clear that!+ is the
gauge-invariant quasi-free state generated byT+ = w�TRw��:
SinceRanw�� = hR, one hasRan�+ = OR, and!+ = !R Æ �+. The map�+
is an isomorphism ofC�-dynamical systems between(O; �) and(OR; �R). Since
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it follows from Assumptions (S1) and (R1) that!R is �R mixing (see Subection
2.4), Proposition 5.3 allows to conclude thatlimt!1 � Æ � t = !+;
for any� 2 N!. We thus have shown

Theorem 6.4 Under Assumptions (S1), (S2), (R1), and (C),�+(�; �) does not
depend of the choice of the initial state� 2 N!. It contains a unique NESS!+
which is the gauge-invariant, quasi-free state onO generated byT+ � w� TR w��:
Moreover, for any� 2 N! one haslimt!1 � Æ � t = !+:
In particular, for anyq 2 L1(h),!+(d�(q)) = Tr hR(TRw�� q w�):
If ! is such thathp+10 T is bounded, thenXk !+(�(l)k ) = 0;
for l = 0; 1.

If all the energy densities�j(") are the same and equal to�("), then one hasT+ = �(h):
Sinceh� � hR is a finite rank operator, one easily verifies that the operators(T+)1=2 � T 1=2 and (1� T+)1=2 � (1� T )1=2
are Hilbert-Schmidt. The Powers-Stormer theorem yields that!�+ � ! and the
model has trivial thermodynamics in the sense that its entropy production is equal
to zero.

These observations require a comment. By the general principles of statistical
mechanics, one may expect thatEp(!+) = 0 iff all the resevoirs are in thermal
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equilibrium at the same inverse temperature�. This is not the case in EBB model
since the perturbationsVj are chosen in a very special way. One can show that
the Planck law can be deduced from the stability requirementEp(!+) = 0 for a
slightly more general class of interactionsVj.

We remark that our last Assumption (S2) is quite strong. In particular, it will
fail (even at small coupling) if spectral gapC n[ksp(hk) of the reservoirs contains
some eigenvalues ofhS . On the other hand, (S2) can not be avoided since the
presence of point spectrum ofh generates a quasi-periodic component in the time
evolution� which prevents the convergence of� Æ � t. In this case, one is forced
to use time-averaging to reach a steady state. As the following result shows, point
spectrum does not affect the steady currents.

Theorem 6.5 Assume besides (S1), (R1) and (C) thath has empty singular con-
tinuous spectrum. Then there is a unique NESS!+ in �+(!; �). Moreover,!+(�(l)k ) = Tr hR(TR w�� '(l)k w�): (46)

The last statement of Theorem 6.4 remains valid.

Remark. As we shall see in the next section, Equ. (46) is an abstract form of the
Büttiker-Landauer formula.

Proof. Denote by1a and1pp the spectral projections ofh on the absolutely con-
tinuous and pure point spectral subspaces. We start with thetwo-point functions.
Forf; g 2 h we have!(� t(a�(g)a(f))) = (eithf; T eithg) = 3Xj=1 Nj(eithf; eithg);
where N1(f; g) � (1af; T1ag);N2(f; g) � 2Re (1ppf; T1ag);N3(f; g) � (1ppf; T1ppg):
Sincee�ith0T = T e�ith0, we haveN1(eithf; eithg) = (e�ith0eith1af; T e�ith0eith1ag);
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and so limt!1N1(eithf; eithg) = (w��f; Tw��g):
Sinceh is separable, there exists a sequencePn of finite rank projections commut-
ing withh such thats� lim Pn = 1pp. The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma yields that
for all n limt!1 kPnT eith1agk = 0:
The relationN2(eithf; eithg) = (eith1ppf; PnT eith1ag) + (eith(I � Pn)1ppf; T eith1ag);
yields that limt!1N2(eithf; eithg) = 0:
SinceN3(eithf; eithg) is either a periodic or a quasi-periodic function oft it does
not have a limit ast!1. However, one easily shows thatlimt!1 1t Z t0 N3(eishf; eishg) ds = Xe2sppp(h)(Pef; TPeg);
wherePe denotes the spectral projection ofh associated with the eigenvaluee.
Hence,limt!1 1t Z t0 !(� s(a�(g)a(f))) ds = Xe2sppp(h)(Pef; TPeg) + (w��f; Tw��g): (47)

In a similar way one concludes that for any observable of the formA = a�(gn) � � �a�(g1)a(f1) � � �a(fm); (48)

the limitlimt!1 1t Z t0 !(� s(A))ds = Æn;m limt!1 1t Z t0 det�(eishfi; T eishgj)g ds
exists and is equal to the limitlimt!1 1t Z t0 det�(eish1ppfi; T eish1ppgj) + (w��1afi; Tw��1agj)	 ds: (49)
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Since the linear span of the set of observables of the form (48) is dense inh, we
conclude that for allA 2 CAR(h) the limit!+(A) = limt!1 1t Z t0 !(� s(A)) ds
exists. This shows that�+(!; �) = f!+g.

For a trace class operatorA onh, Equ. (47) yields!+(d�(A)) = Tr 8<:T 0� Xe2sppp(h�)PeAPe + w��Aw�1A9=; : (50)

Note that if for some operatorq, A = i[h�; q℄ in the sense of quadratic forms onD(h), thenPeAPe = 0 and eigenvalues do not contribute to!+(d�(A)). This is
the case of the current observablesd�('(l)k ). �
7 Scattering with a trace condition

In this Section, we further investigate Equ. (46) and show that it is equivalent to a
generalization of the well-known Büttiker-Landauer formula which expresses the
currents in terms of the scattering data (reflection and transmission coefficients).
To proceed, we need some further notation. We denote byr0(z) � (z�h0)�1 andr(z) � (z � h)�1 the resolvent of the decoupled and coupled Hamiltonians. We
define the full junction space asK � KR � KS, whereKR = KS � �kKk. We
also introduce the canonical projectionsjk : h ! hk as well asjRk : K ! Kk andjSk : K! Kk.

The formula(f1; � � � ; fM ; fS) 7! (r1f1; � � � ; rMfM ; s1fS ; � � � ; sMfS);
defines a Hilbert-Schmidt mapG from h to the full junction spaceK. Denoting byM the involution ofK defined byM : (u1; � � � ; uM ; v1; � � � ; vM) 7! (v1; � � � ; vM ; u1; � � � ; uM);
we can factorize the coupling asv = G�MG: (51)
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By the spectral theorem, each reservoir spacehk can be written as a direct
integral hk = Z �sp(hk) hk(�) d�: (52)

For a bounded measurable functionF on sp(hk) one hasF (hk) : Z �sp(hk) f(�) d� 7! Z �sp(hk) F (�)f(�) d� (53)

If K is a separable Hilbert space andA : K ! h a Hilbert-Schmidt oparator, then
for almost all� 2 sp(hk) there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operatorA(�) : K !h(�) such that Au = Z �sp(hk)A(�)u d�;
for all u 2 K. Moreover, ifA;B are two such operators one hasTr h(A�B) = Zsp(hk)Tr h(�)(B(�)A(�)�) d�: (54)

The following Theorem summarizes the results of stationarytrace class scat-
tering theory that we shall need to derive the ususal Büttiker-Landauer Formula
from its abstract version (46) (see [Yaffaev]).

Theorem 7.1 Under Assumptions (S1) and (C), the following hold:

1. The non-tangential limitsB0�(�) � Gr0(�� i0)G�;
exist inL2(K) for almost all� 2 R.

2. (1�MB0�(�))�1 exists for almost all� 2 R.

3. For almost all� 2 R, there exists a bounded linear mapzk(�) : K! hk(�)
such that, for anyu 2 K one hasjkG�u = Z �sp(hk) zk(�)u d�:
Moreover, one haszk(�)�zk(�) = 12�ijR�k jRk (B0�(�)�B0+(�))jR�k jRk = jR�k r�kÆ(�� hk)rkjRk :

(55)
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4. The scattering matrixs � w�+w�jhR is unitary onhR. For almost all� 2sp(hk) \ sp(hl), there exists a mapskl(�) : hl(�)! hk(�) such thats : �k Z �sp(hk) fk(�) d� 7! �kXl Z �sp(hk)\sp(hl) skl(�)fl(�) d�:
5. One hasskl(�) = Ækl + tkl(�), wheretkl(�) = �2�izk(�)M(1� B0+(�)M)�1zl(�)�; (56)

for almost all� 2 sp(hk) \ sp(hl).
6. For almost all� 2 [ksp(hk), one hasXj tij(�)tkj(�)� =Xj tji(�)�tjk(�) = �(tik(�) + tki(�)�): (57)

7. Letkvk1 denote the trace norm ofv. Then, the following estimate holdsXij Z Tr (tij(�)�tij(�)) d�2� � kvk1: (58)

8. For all u 2 K one hasjlw��G�u = Z �sp(hl) zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1u d�: (59)

8 The Büttiker-Landauer formula

Proposition 8.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.5, the steady currents are
given by !+(�(n)k ) = �Xl Zsp(hk)\sp(hl) �l(�)�nDl;k(�)d�2� ; (60)

where Dlk(�) � Tr (tkl(�)�tkl(�))� ÆklXj Tr (tkj(�)�tkj(�)): (61)
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Proof. For the electric current, from Equ. (44), using the factorization (51), one
easily obtain the formula'(0)k = G� �i(jR�k jSk � jS�k jRk )	G;
from which it follows thatjl w�� '(0)k w� j�l = 2 Im (qSlkqR�lk );
where theq�lk � jlw��G�j��k are Hilbert-Schmidt operators fromKk to hl. Thus,
we can rewrite (46) as!+(�(0)k ) = 2 ImXl Tr (qR�lk �l(hl)qSlk):
Using the fact that'(1)k = i[hk; v℄ = i(h1kv�v1kh) and the intertwinning property
of the Møller operators,hw� = w�h0, we derive a similar formula for the energy
currents. Both formulas are summarized in!+(�(n)k ) = 2 ImXl Tr (qR�lk hnl �l(hl)qSlk); (62)

for n = 0; 1. Using the represention (59), Equ. (53) and the identityjS�k =MjR�k
we obtain the representationshnl �l(hl)qSlk = Zsp(hl) ��l(�)zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1MjR�k d�;qRlk = Zsp(hl) zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1jR�k d�:
From Equ. (54) we conclude that!+(�(n)k ) =Xl Zsp(hl) �n�l(�)Dlk(�)d�2� ;
where, using the fact thatB0�(�)� = B0+(�),Dlk(�) � 4� Im Tr (zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1MjR�k jRk (1� B0+(�)M)�1zl(�)�):
Expanding(1 � B0+(�)M)�1 = 1 + B0+(�)M(1 � B0+(�)M)�1 we can rewriteDlk as a sum of two terms. Using the identityjR�k jRk zl(�)� = Æklzk(�)�, the first
term becomesD(1)lk (�) = 4�Ækl Im Tr (zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1Mzk(�)�);
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which, due to Equ. (56), can also be written asD(1)lk (�) = �2Ækl Re Tr (tkl(�)) = �ÆklTr (tkl(�) + tlk(�)�):
Finaly, the unitarity relation (57) yieldsD(1)lk (�) = ÆklXj Tr (tkj(�)�tkj(�)):

To deal with the second term D(2)kl (�) =4� ImTr (zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1MfjR�k jRk B0+(�)gM(1� B0+(�)M)�1zl(�)�);
we note thatjR�k jRk is an orthogonal projection which commutes withB0�(�).
Hence, Equ. (55) can be written asIm fjR�k jRk B0+(�)g = ��zk(�)�zk(�);
from which it follows that D(2)kl (�) =�4�2 ImTr (zl(�)(1�MB0�(�))�1Mzk(�)�zk(�)M(1�B0+(�)M)�1zl(�)�):
Using again Equ. (56) we finaly obtainD(1)lk (�) = �Tr (tkl(�)�tkl(�)):�
Remark. Writing Equs. (60), (61) as!+(�(n)k ) = Z �nXl (�k(�)� �l(�))Tr (tkl(�)�tkl(�))d�2� ;
it immediately follows that there are no currents if all reservoirs are in the same
state,i.e., if �k(�) = �l(�) for almost all� 2 sp(hk) \ sp(hl). From the unitarity
relation (57) and the cyclicity of the trace, it also followsthatXk !+(�(n)k ) = Xlk Z �l(�)�nTr (tlk(�)�tlk(�)� tkl(�)�tkl(�)) d�2�= Xlk Z �l(�)�nTr (tkl(�)�tkl(�)� tkl(�)tkl(�)�) d�2�= 0:
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8.1 Strict positivity on entropy production

To compute the entropy production in the steady state for non-equilibrium reser-
voir densities�l, we shall need the following generalization of the Büttiker-Landauer
formula.

Lemma 8.2 Let f 2 C2+Æ(R) for someÆ > 0 be such thatf(hk)r�k andf(hS)s�k
are Hilbert-Schmidt. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.5 one hasd�(i[h; j�kf(hk)jk℄) 2 O;
and if f�l 2 L1(sp(hk) \ sp(hl));
for l = 1; � � � ;M , the following formula holds!+(d�(i[h; j�kf(hk)jk℄)) = �Xl Zsp(hk)\sp(hl) �l(�)f(�)Dlk(�)d�2� ;
for all !+ 2 �+(!; �).

Recall that we have defined�k(�) = log �k(�)� log(1� �k(�)):
We shall now assume that these functions, defined onsp(hk), can be extended toR. Applying Lemmas 6.3 and 8.2, we obtain

Corollary 8.3 Let �k 2 C2+Æ(R) for someÆ > 0 andk = 1; � � � ;M be such that�k(hk)r�k and�k(hS)s�k are Hilbert-Schmidt. Assume also thatsup�2R j�k(�)j�l(�) <1:
Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 6.5, one hasEp(!+) =Xkl Zsp(hk)\sp(hl) �k(�)F (�l(�))Dlk(�)d�2� ; (63)

whereF (x) � (1 + ex)�1.
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Assume that all components of the system are TRIi.e., that there are anti-
unitary involutionsr1; � � � ; rM , rS of h1; � � � ; hM , hS, commuting withh1; � � � ; hM ,hS and such thatr � rR � rS � (�krk)� rS commutes withv. One hasrw�r = w�;
and hence rRs rR = s�:rR has a direct integral decomposition with fibersrk(�) corresponding to Equ.
(52) and one has rl(�)tlk(�)rk(�) = tkl(�)�:
Hence, the trace Tr (tkl(�)�tkl(�));
is a symmetric expression inl; k. Formula (63) thus takes the symmetrized formEp(!+) =Xk 6=l Zsp(hk)\sp(hl)(�k � �l)(F (�l)� F (�k))Tr (t�kltkl)d�4� ;
which is obviously non-negative sinceF is decreasing.

For each pair(l; k) of reservoirs, let us define thetransmission spectrumas�(l; k) = f� 2 sp(hl) \ sp(hk)jtkl(�) 6= 0g:
Then one hasEp(!+) = 0 if and only if, for each pair(k; l),�k(�) = �l(�);
for almost all� 2 �(k; l). In particular, in the case�k(�) = �k(� � �k), the
entropy production is strictly positive as soon as there exists a pair(k; l) such that�(k; l) has positive measure and either�k 6= �l or �k 6= �l.

The conclusions of the previous paragraph still hold without the TRI assump-
tion. They follow from the following Proposition.

Proposition 8.4 Under the assumptions of Corollary 8.3, one hasEp(!+) � 1M Zsp(hk)\sp(hl) F (j�lj)F (j�kj)(�k � �l)2Tr (t�kltkl)d�2� ;
for any pair(k; l).
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The proof uses essentially the unitarity of theS-matrix. As far as we know
and according to Stückelberg [Stu] the idea of deriving positivity of entropy pro-
duction (Boltzmann’s H-Theorem) from the unitarity of the scattering matrix goes
back to Pauli. Here, we follow the implementation of this idea given by Inagaki,
Wanders and Piron in [IWP].

Proof. We will estimate the integrand in Equ. (63) for fixed� and thus we omit
it. First note that, by the unitarity relation 57 and the cyclicity of the trace one hasDlk � Tr (t�kltkl)� ÆklXj Tr (t�kjtkj)� Tr (t�kltkl)� ÆklXj Tr (t�jltjl);
from which it follows that Xl Dlk =Xk Dlk = 0: (64)

We note also that Dlk � 0 for l 6= k: (65)

For fixed�1; � � � ; �M 2 R we consider the sum (compare with Equ. (63))S �Xlk Dlk�kF (�l):
Let � be a permutation such that��(1) � ��(2) � � � � � ��(M);
then we can write S =Xlk ~Dlk ~�kF (~�l)
where~�i � ��(i) and the matrix~Dlk � D�(l)�(k) also satisfies (64) and (65). In
particular, from Equ. (64), it follows thatXk ~Dlk ~�k = Xk ~Dlk(~�k � ~�1) =Xk ~DlkXj<k(~�j+1 � ~�j)= Xj  Xk>j ~Dlk! (~�j+1 � ~�j) =Xj Clj(~�j+1 � ~�j):
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Since Equ. (64) allows to rewrite the matrixC asClj = ( Pk>j ~Dlk for l � j�Pk�j ~Dlk for l > j
it follows from Equ. (65) thatClj � 0 for l � j andClj � 0 otherwise. RewritingS as S =Xl�j Clj(~�j+1 � ~�j)F (~�l) +Xl>j Clj(~�j+1 � ~�j)F (~�l);
and using the facts that~�j+1 � ~�j � 0 andF (~�l) � F (~�j) in the first sum whileF (~�l) � F (~�j+1) in the second we obtainS �Xj  Xl�j CljF (~�j) +Xl>j CljF (~�j+1)! (~�j+1 � ~�j):
Since

Pl Clj = 0, this is the same asS �Xj  Xl�j CljF (~�j)�Xl�j CljF (~�j+1)! (~�j+1 � ~�j);
and we obtainS �Xj (F (~�j)� F (~�j+1))(~�j+1 � ~�j)Xl�j Clj � 0: (66)

We further note that, by Equ. (64),Bj � Xl�j Clj =Xl�j Xk>j ~Dlk= Xl�j  �Xk�j ~Dlk! =Xl>j Xk�j ~Dlk;
from which it follows that, ifm � j < n, one hasBj � ~Dmn; and Bj � ~Dnm: (67)

Given a pair of reservoirs(m;n), withm 6= n, let us setm0 � min(��1(m); ��1(n))
andn0 � max(��1(m); ��1(n)). From the estimate (66), we getS � Xm0�j<n0(F (~�j)� F (~�j+1))(~�j+1 � ~�j)Bj;
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and from Equ. (67) we concludeS � Dmn Xm0�j<n0(F (~�j)� F (~�j+1))(~�j+1 � ~�j):
The remaining sum is easily estimated, using the fact thatF 0(x) = �F (x)F (�x)
and Jensen inequalityXm0�j<n0(F (~�j)� F (~�j+1))(~�j+1 � ~�j) � minx2[~�m0 ;~�n0 ℄(�F 0(x)) Xm0�j<n0(~�j+1 � ~�j)2� F (j~�n0j)F (j~�m0j) 1n0 �m0 (~�n0 � ~�m0)2� F (j�nj)F (j�mj) 1M (�n � �m)2:
Inserting the resulting estimateS =Xlk Dlk�kF (�l) � 1MDmnF (j�nj)F (j�mj)(�n � �m)2;
into Equ. (63) lead to the desired inequality.�
9 Kubo formula and Onsager reciprocity

In this Subsection, we prove a general Kubo Formula for the transport coefficients
of the EBB model. We will therefore restrict the reference state to equilibrium
reservoirs

Assumption (R3)�j(�) = (1 + e�j(���j ))�1 for j = 1; � � � ;M .

We also assume that the system is TRI

Assumption (TRI) There exists a anti-unitary involutionC onh such
thatCh0 = h0C; Cv = vC and C1j = 1jC for j = 1 : : :M:

Let us introduce relative coordinates for the affinitiesXj � � � �j; XM+j � �j�j � ��;
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for j = 1; : : : ;M where�; � are the equilibrium parameters. We denote by!eq
the(�; �)-KMS state for� and set�j � �(1)j ; �M+j � �(0)j ;
for j = 1; : : : ;M . Remark that the entropy production then takes the formEp(!+) =X� X�!+(��);
to be compared with the phenomenological expression (2).

We also introducetime averagedcurrent observables��� � d�(1a(h)'�1a(h)):
According to Theorem 6.5, one has!+(���) = !+(��):
Proposition 9.1 For a EBB model satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 6.5 and
(R3), (TRI), one hasL� � �X!+(��)jX=0 = Z 10 !eq(� t(��)���) dt; (68)

for any!+ 2 �+(!; �).
Proof. For j = 1; : : : ;M , we setqj � j�jhjjj; qM+j � 1j = j�j jj;
so that�� = d�('�) with '� = �i[h; q�℄. According to Theorem 6.5 one has!+(��) = Tr (T (X)w��'�w�);
where T (X) =Mk (1 + e�(hk��)�Xkqk�XM+kqM+k)�1
It is not hard to see thatT (X) is norm-differentiable and that�XT (X)jX=0 = TRq(I � TR);
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whereTR � T (0) = (1 + e�(hR��))�1 (remark thatq andTR commutes). Hence
the transport coefficientsL� � �X!+(��)jX=0 = Tr (TRq(I � TR)w��'�w�);
are well defined. By the cyclicity of the traceL� = Tr (w�TRq(I � TR)w��'�) = Tr (w�TR(h0 + a)~q(I � TR)w��'�);
where ~q = (h0 + a)�1q . The intertwinning property of the Møller operator
further yields L� = Tr (T (h+ a)w�~qw��(I � T )'�);
whereT = (1 + e�(h��))�1 generates the(�; �)-KMS state!eq.

Since~q is bounded and commutes withh0, we havew�~qw�� = w � limt!1 1a(h)e�ith~q eith1a(h):
From the second resolvent identity we obtain~q = (h+ a)�1q + (h+ a)�1v~q :
and since the second term on the right hand side of this identity is compact we getw�~qw�� = w � limt!1 1a(h)e�ith(h + a)�1q eith1a(h)= 1a(h)(h+ a)�1q1a(h) + Z 10 1a(h)e�ith(h+ a)�1'eith1a(h) dt;
where the integral is understood in the weak sense. It follows thatL� = Tr (T1a(h)q1a(h)(I � T )'�)+ Z 10 Tr (T1a(h)e�ith'eith1a(h)(I � T )'�) dt: (69)

Since the system is TRI, one hasCq�C = q�; CTC = T; C'�C = �'�;
from which it follows that the first term in the right hand sideof Equ. (69) van-
ishes. Using Equ. (21), and the fact that currents wanish at equilibrium in TRI
systems (!eq(���) = 0) we conclude thatL� = Z 10 !eq(� t(��)���) dt:
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We note that, because of the� -invariance of!eq, we can rewriteL� = Z 10 !eq(����t(���)) dt = Z 0�1 !eq(��� t(���)) dt;

and therefore L� = 12 Z 1�1 !eq(� t(��)���) dt:
Finaly, sinceL� is real we haveL� = �L� = 12 Z 1�1 !eq(���� t(��)) dt= 12 Z 1�1 !eq(��t(���)��) dt= 12 Z 1�1 !eq(� t(���)��) dt= L�;
which proves

Corollary 9.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 9.1, the Onsager reciprocity
relations L� = L�;
hold.

10 Interacting Fermions

In this section, we consider a TRI, interacting EBB model where electrons are
allowed to interact in the small systemS. That is, the coupled dynamics� t is gen-
erated by a local perturbationV of �0. It is therefore not necessarily Bogoliubov.

To simplify the exposition, we shall only consider the 2 reservoir case and set�1 = �2 = 0. The extension to more than 2 reservoirs and to non-zero chemical
potentials is simple. We parametrise the temperatures by�1 = �; �2 = �(1 + �):
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We setÆV = i[V; � ℄. Besides the two dynamics� t0 = etÆ0 and� t = etÆ, withÆ = Æ0 + ÆV , we will also consider the modular group�t0;� = et(Æ0+�Æ2);
for which the reference state!0;� is �-KMS, and its local perturbation�t� = et(Æ+�Æ2):
By Araki perturbation theory, there is a unique�-KMS state!� for ��. Since�0 = � , the state!0 is also the�-KMS state of� .

We assume that the two Møller morphisms� � s� limt!1 ��t0 Æ � t; � � s� limt!1 ��t0;� Æ �t�;
exist as well as the inverse morphism�1� = s� limt!1 ��t� Æ �t0;�jOR;
Then the unique NESS in�+(!0;�; �) is!�+ = !0;� Æ �;
while !� = !0;� Æ �:
Therefore, one has !�+(�1) = !� Æ �1� Æ �(�1):

Since�1� Æ �(�1) = limt!1��t� Æ �t0;� Æ ��t0 Æ � t(�1) = limt!1��t� Æ et�Æ2 Æ � t(�1);
and �t��t� Æ et�Æ2 Æ � t(�1) = ��t� (i[et�Æ2(V )� V; et�Æ2(� t(�1))℄);
we can write!�+(�1) = !�(�1) + Z 10 !�(i[et�Æ2(V )� V; et�Æ2(� t(�1))℄) dt:
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By TRI, the first term in the right hand side of this identity vanishes (recall that!� is a unique KMS state for the TRI dynamics��). In particular!0;+(�1) =!0(�1) = 0. We conclude thatL12 = ��!�+(�1)j�=0 = lim�!0 1� Z 10 !�(i[et�Æ2(V )� V; et�Æ2(� t(�1))℄) dt:
Assuming that1�!�(i[et�Æ2(V )� V; et�Æ2(� t(�1))℄) = Z t0 !�(i[et�Æ2(�2); et�Æ2(� t(�1))℄) dt;
isL1(dt) uniformly in �, we obtainL12 = Z 10 t !0(i[�2; � t(�1)℄) dt:

By the KMS condition, one hasIT � Z T0 t !0(i[�2; � t(�1)℄) dt= i Z T0 t !0(�2� t(�1)� �2� t+i�(�1)) dt= i Z T0 �t !0(�2� t(�1))� (t + i�)!0(�2� t+i�(�1))� dt� � Z T0 !0(�2� t(�1)) dt:
The first term on the right hand side of the last identity can beinterprted as a

contour integral and by Cauchy Theorem, rewritten as� Z �0 �u!0(�2� iu(�1))� (T + iu)!0(�2�T+iu(�1))� du:
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